Mutation of tyrosine in the conserved NPXXY sequence leads to constitutive phosphorylation and internalization, but not signaling, of the human B2 bradykinin receptor.
Although the G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) share a similar seven-transmembrane domain structure, only a limited number of amino acid residues is conserved in their protein sequences. One of the most highly conserved sequences is the NPXXY motif located at the cytosolic end of the transmembrane region-7 of many GPCRs, particularly of those belonging to the family of the rhodopsin/beta-adrenergic-like receptors. Exchange of Tyr(305) in the corresponding NPLVY sequence of the bradykinin B(2) receptor (B(2)R) for Ala resulted in a mutant, termed Y305A, that internalized [(3)H]bradykinin (BK) almost as rapidly as the wild-type (wt) B(2)R. However, receptor sequestration of the mutant after stimulation with BK was clearly reduced relative to the wt B(2)R. Confocal fluorescence microscopy revealed that, in contrast to the B(2)R-enhanced green fluorescent protein chimera, the Y305A-enhanced green fluorescent protein chimera was predominantly located intracellularly even in the absence of BK. Two-dimensional phosphopeptide analysis showed that the mutant Y305A constitutively exhibited a phosphorylation pattern similar to that of the BK-stimulated wt B(2)R. Ligand-independent Y305A internalization was demonstrated by the uptake of rhodamine-labeled antibodies directed to a tag sequence at the N terminus of the mutant receptor. Co-immunoprecipitation revealed that Y305A is precoupled to G(q/11) without activating the G protein because the basal accumulation rate of inositol phosphate was unchanged as compared with wt B(2)R. We conclude, therefore, that the Y305A mutation of B(2)R induces a receptor conformation which is prone to ligand-independent phosphorylation and internalization. The mutated receptor binds to, but does not activate, its cognate heterotrimeric G protein G(q/11), thereby limiting the extent of ligand-independent receptor internalization.